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This week's parsha is Ki Tavo. In this parsha, 
Moses trains the general population of Israel: 
when you enter the land that G?d is providing 
for you as your everlasting legacy, and you 
settle it and develop it, bring the first fruit 
produce (bikkurim) of your plantation to the 
Holy Temple, and proclaim your appreciation 
for all that G?d has done to improve the 
situation for you. 

The parsha likewise incorporates the laws of 
the tithes given to the Levites and to poor 
people, with detailed directions on the best 
method to announce the favors and the 
commandments on Mount Gerizim and 
Mount Eival. Moses reminds the general 
population that they are G?d's chosen 
individuals, and that they have picked G?d. 

The last section of Ki Tavo comprises the 
Tochacha ("Censure"). In the wake of posting 
the rewards that G?d will bestow on the 
general population for following the laws of 
the Torah, Moses gives a long, cruel record of 

the terrible things that should come upon 
them on the off chance that they forsake G?d. 
Moses closes by telling the general 
population that forty years after their 
introduction to the world as a people, they 
have achieved "a heart to know, eyes to see 
and ears to hear." 

This parsha is linked to our personal lives 
because as Moses said, when we enter the 
land given by G-d, it is our duty to cultivate 
and harvest its fruits. Likewise, we have 
reentered school, and it is our duty to 
cultivate our minds and to bear fruit. Now we 
are gathering information and learning so that 
in the near future we will benefit.  

Shabbat Shalom!

Sophie Effron &  Rachel Tadelis - G8 & G9

Dvar Torah: Ki Tavo

The Grade 11 & 12 CAS Educational Visit to 

Thailand and the Grade 6 Achdut Educational 

Visit to Sai Kung have been great successes, 

with the DP students learning (among other 

things) how to Scuba Dive, and the Grade 6 

students camping out in the wilds of Hong 

Kong ?  see next week's Daf for more pictures 

and articles about both trips!
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Last school year I decided to take up a new 
language, Spanish. Being exposed to a 
completely new language was a challenge at 
the beginning, but with careful guidance from 
the school, and the help I received in and out 
of school from my teacher, I managed to excel 
in this subject. 

Nearing the end of the year, my Spanish 
teacher told me about a test I could take to 
demonstrate my Spanish skills. This was 
called the DELE. The DELE is a standardized 
Spanish language test and one of its uses is to 
test your Spanish level to qualify to get a 
Spanish visa. I decided to go for this exam as I 
felt confident in my Spanish learning ability, 
and wanted to see how much progress I have 
made. However, this was challenging as it not 
only had written components, but I also had 
to sustain a Spanish conversation with an 
examiner for five minutes! 

Through the guidance and help of my Spanish 
teacher and parents, I managed to pass and 
get the qualification. Looking forward from 
now, I will participate in the next level of the 
test, and hopefully I will be well prepared by 
the end of this academic year.

Jeffrey Yao - G10

On Wednesday morning we were lucky to be 
visited by Dr. Yonatan Yagodovsky, the Director 
of International Relations from Magen David 
Adom (MDA). He came to talk to us about the 
Israeli volunteer ambulance service and how it 
operates. Especially interesting was the MDA?s 
use of technology. For example, there is an 
app which helps MDA volunteers quickly 
locate injured patients; it is also possible to 
store your medical information on it, so that 
when you make an emergency call, they 
already know your medical history. 

Alongside this, the MDA runs the National 
Blood Donation Service, collecting blood for 
the entire State of Israel to support its 
patients. In order to do all of this, the MDA 
need many people. Thankfully, there are 
around 2,000 full-time employees and 6,000 
volunteers who contribute greatly to the MDA 
?community?. As well as this, there are over 
15,000 ?life guardians? who are just normal 
members of the public who have had medical 
training. Whenever someone is injured, the 
app scans the area to see who might be in the 
same office or a nearby building so that they 
can go straight to the scene and help. 

One of MDA?s top priorities is to get to the 
injured patient as quickly as possible. To do 
this, they use different vehicles such as: 
helicopters, life support ambulances and 
medicycles. MDA is partnered with the 
Palestinian Red Crescent so that if a 
Palestinian gets injured, an MDA ambulance 
can get there and notify the Palestinian Red 
Crescent. 

Dr. Yagodovsky also spoke about overseas 
volunteering opportunities, allowing people to 
go to Israel and complete the MDA training 
course delivered in Hebrew, English, French or 
Spanish. The MDA is a truly international 
organisation ?  right now they are assisting in 
Houston ?   and this really stood out and has 
motivated me to pursue this in the future.

Many thanks to Dr. Yagodovsky for taking the 
time to come to speak to us, and for delivering 
his inspirational message.

Hannah Davidson & Ativa Goldberg G7 & G8

DELE Examination Magen David Adom



CAS Educational Visit to Thailand
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Hey everyone!

Coming to you live from Chalong, where 
we're taking our first practical steps towards 
diving. We're doing exercises in the pool, 
learning how to set up our tanks, and having 
our first hands on experience with the 
equipment!

To catch you up: yesterday, we recovered 
from our strenuous travels with a relaxed 
Shabbat, praying and eating at Phuket's 
Chabad House. After concluding Shabbat, we 
hit the market. It was a great chance for us to 
experience Thai culture, as well as buy 
ludicrous amounts of t-shirts and patterned 
trousers that we could most definitely not 
buy elsewhere.

Looking forward to keeping you updated!

Ellie

More updat es next  week!



Birthdays
Happy birthday to ...

Paz Haviv - 09/15

Mazel Tov to Sienna Caviglia on the occasion 
of her Bat Mitzvah this Shabbat 

Student editors: Luis, Ian, and Tyra

Book Café - JCC
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This week, Grades 6, 7 and 8 excitedly made 
their way to the JCC Book Café to get their fill 
of books and biscuits. There was a wide array 
of texts on sale to cater for all ages and tastes 
which meant students were able to pick up 
new titles, dip in and read a few pages to see 
if it was the right book for them. 

The Book Café was a great opportunity for 
students to engage in conversations with their 
teachers and their peers about literature and 
to be open minded about their book choices. 
Lots went away having had their eyes opened 
to new authors and titles.  Whether it was 
action, classics or something for a sibling, 
everyone left excited about the books they 
had bought and eager to get stuck in and read 
them! Thank you to Bookazine, the PTA, 
Ashley Sher and a special thanks to Penina 
and Avi Nagar, and Doron and Corrina Nagar 
for their generous sponsorship of this event!

New Parent Breakfast

The PTA had a fabulous turnout for their new 
Parents Welcome Breakfast at the JCC's Cafe 
SevenZero. New parents from Tzutzik through 
G11 received welcome gifts from the school. 
There was a delicious spread of healthy 
treats, all organized by Cynthia and Jenny. 
Many of our current parents were there to 
meet and greet as well. Again, welcome to 
our new parents! 



Student editors: Luis, Ian, and Tyra

Announcements
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